
	  

	  

	  

	  

THE SPIRIT LEVEL: WHOLE BRAIN THINKING                        
 FOR BETTER, MORE BALANCED DECISIONS 

 

 

Have your emotions ever clouded your judgment and resulted in poor decisions? If so, you’re not 

alone. Strong feelings such as those rooted in infatuation and excitement play a key role in generating 

excessive imbalances between objectivity and subjectivity.   

 

This tool is specifically designed to be used with prominent present or past issues that you are 

excessively excited or infatuated about, and that consume enormous amounts of space and time in 

your mind preventing you from being able to function at optimal levels.  

 

These energetic “tsunamis,” which reflect one-sided or half brain thinking, often lead to reactivity and 

regrets, and can be costly if not recalibrated in a timely manner. 

 

The Spir i t  Level  is a high performance tool that enables you to make more effective decisions by 

escaping to high ground before you’re swept away by the force of one-sided thinking.  

By learning to use your whole brain (rational thought and emotions) instead of just half (emotions), you 

are able to arrive at better, more balanced decisions and have fewer regrets because you have 

recalibrated your thoughts and feelings so they work synergistically. 

 

Outcomes & results  of  using the Spir i t  Level  

• Shaves the problematic edge off excessive emotional excitement 

• Expands self-awareness 

• Forces you to think in new ways 

• Creates a balanced perspective 

• Promotes preventive and proactive behavior 

• Enables more effective decision-making 

 

 

Ideal  for  those in  leadership posit ions—especial ly :  

CEOs, entrepreneurs, business owners, and self-directed teams.	  
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Instruct ions for  using the Spir i t  Level  

 

1. Choose a topic that you are infatuated or overly excited about: any specific situation, person, 
place or thing that occupies excessive time and space in your mind is a good candidate for this 
process. Write the topic on the subject line of the worksheet below.  

Example:  You might be facing a decision about a business opportunity, a job applicant, a 

potential alliance partner, a romantic new relationship, or the purchase of a home or car.  

2. Getting present with your feelings about the topic at hand, list every reason why you feel strongly 
about it under the column labeled “Positive/+” (see the example following these instructions). 
Come up with at least 16 reasons; 24 would be ideal.  

Note: Because the Positive column contains the excessive emotional energy requiring 
recalibration, you want to make sure you’ve “downloaded” every possible “charge.” Therefore, 
stretch your mind until you can’t come up with anything else. 

3. Next, think of every possible and imaginable reason that would or could cause the situation you 
are facing to become the exact opposite. Write those reasons in the other column. 

Example:  Suppose your subject is “excited about the referred job applicant.” After listing why 

this candidate appears to be the answer to your prayers in the Positive column ask yourself, 

“What potentially would cause him/her to become my worst nightmare?” Write those responses 

in the Negative column.   

Note: At first it may seem impossible to come up with even one answer for the opposite 

(Negative) column. The reason is that feelings are “stronger” than thoughts and overpower the 

mind. Persist and insist.  

If you can come up with the positive, you can come up with the negative because the mind 

cannot think of one type of reason without simultaneously thinking of the opposite. The fact is, 

while one side of the issue is expressed, the other is “suppressed.” Yet there is always perfect 

balance in the brain between positives and negatives. 

4. Both columns must match down to the last line. In other words, if you have 24 answers in one 
column, make sure you have 24 in the other. However, there need not be a correlation between 
the reasons in each column. 

Example:  In the Negative column, answer #1 is “married” representing Jane’s worst nightmare 

in a potential candidate for a romantic relationship—not “ugly,” which would have been the 

opposite of “handsome” in the Positive column.   
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5. When you’re done, review your answers in both columns.   

a. In the Positive column, circle the items that represent your values whose 
v io lat ion would be “deal  breakers” for you i.e., what must the person (place 
or thing) be, do or have. These are your “must haves” while the rest represent “nice 
to haves.”  

b .  In the Negative column, circle the items that represent your worst-case 
scenarios. 

Example:  In the sample provided, Jane’s worst-case scenarios are answers 1, 2, 4, 5 and 

18 marked with an asterisk in the Negative column. The values whose violation would 

constitute deal breakers for her in the Positive column are 6, 17, and 18. 

6. REALITY CHECK:  Look at your circled items in Step 5. Verify how many of these may actually 
be true. Do this for both sides since there is a tendency to gloss over positive attributes when 
in fact, they’re often based on perception. If the worst-case scenario items circled in the 
Negative column were actually true, would they constitute “deal breakers” for you?  

YES  ð Treat these as high priority items for immediate exploration and/or decision.  

NO   ð  Be mindful about these items. The fact that you listed them doesn’t mean they are 

necessarily true, just that they might be.  

Bonus Tip:  What actions can/will you take to preclude undesirable consequences?  

 

Analysis  

After going through this process, Jane became centered. She had a “future reality check.” Prepared, 

present and poised she set out to verify how much of the information that she had was actually true. 

Since she had pinpointed the deal breakers that she couldn't live with, she decided not to engage in 

this relationship.  

 

 

Summary 

 

Thanks to this tool, Jane was able to avoid heartache.  Within 10-15 minutes, she was able to lay 

things out, use both sides of the brain, and reached an effective decision.  
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EXAMPLE 

Subject:  “Jane” – Infatuated with a new encounter for a potential romance… 

	  

POSITIVE/+ NEGATIVE/- 

1. Handsome 1. …Married* 

2. Pearl white teeth 2. …Separated but not legally so still married* 

3. Beautiful smile 3. …Divorced but has kids 

4. Blue eyes 4. …Lives with his mother* 

5. Nice built 5. …No degree in higher education* 

6. Courteous* 6. …Dull job 

7. Courageous 7. …Earns less than me 

8. Chivalrous 8. …Lives far away 

9. Outgoing personality 9. …No common interests 

10. Dressed nicely 10. …Boring friends 

11. Smooth talker 11. …Doesn’t kiss well 

12. Has got guts 12. …Poor lover 

13. Cool big motorcycle 13. …Boring friends 

14. Tall 14. …Doesn’t like to travel 

15. Looks like Tom Selleck 15. …Doesn’t value working 

16. Responsive & quick to act 16. …Doesn’t like animals 

17. Sincere (authentic)* 17. …Doesn’t like my family 

18. Supportive of my work* 18. … Criminal record* 

19.  19.  

20.  20.  

21.  21.  

22.  22.  

23.  23.  

24.  24.  
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You can complete this process in 15-20 minutes. And each time you use the Spirit Level, you’ll 

improve your whole brain thinking making it even easier and faster to make better, more balanced 

decisions. Master this simple process and you’ll have a decision-making skill that will serve your 

business and life forever. 

Subject:	  	  __________________________________________________________________________________	  

POSITIVE/+ NEGATIVE/- 

1.  1.  

2.  2.  

3.  3.  

4.  4.  

5.  5.  

6.  6.  

7.  7.  

8.  8.  

9.  9.  

10.  10.  

11.  11.  

12.  12.  

13.  13.  

14.  14.  

15.  15.  

16.  16.  

17.  17.  

18.  18.  

19.  19.  

20.  20.  

21.  21.  

22.  22.  

23.  23.  

24.  24.  

 


